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We examine the possibility of observing gravitational lensing effects caused by the supermassive

black hole in the center of M31. The sources can be provided bystars belonging to the bulge

and the disk of M31, but also by the central clusters recentlyidentified around the supermassive

black hole. For each stellar population we model the spatialdistribution and the luminosity func-

tion in great detail. This allows us to derive precise estimates for the number of sources whose

secondary image is more luminous than a given threshold, fixed by observational conditions. We

present estimates in theK andV-bands along with several distributions characterizing gravita-

tional lensing, such as the angular separation and velocityof the secondary images with respect

to the black hole, and the distribution in the source luminosity and distance. We finally suggest a

strategy for the identification of lensing candidates, specifying the instrumental requirements for

the observations, and discuss the physical relevance of thenew independent information obtained

by gravitational lensing detections.
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1. Introduction: Gravitational lensing by supermassive black holes

It is widely accepted that many galaxies host supermassive black holes (SMBH) in their cen-
ters. Estimated masses range from 106 to 1010 solar masses [1]. It can be naturally guessed that
gravitational lensing effects due to such massive bodies should be large enough to be observed, at
least for those black holes that are closer to us.

The closest SMBH is right in the center of our own Galaxy. It has been recognized in the radio
source Sgr A* and its mass has been estimated to 3.6×106 M⊙ by dynamical measurements of
stars orbiting it [2]. The current value for the distance between the sun and the center of the Galaxy
is 8 kpc. The first authors who studied gravitational lensing by Sgr A* were Wardle and Yusuf-
Zadeh [3] who guessed that several bulge stars should be lensed at the same time. More precise
estimates have been presented by several authors [4, 5, 6], who argue that about 10 bulge stars
should have a secondary image brighter thanK = 23. Alexander undertook a search for possible
candidate pairs with the aim of using gravitational lensing for pinpointing the gravitational center
of the galaxy [7]. A more subtle lensing effect is the astrometric shift of background stars due to
light bending by Sgr A* [8].

A very interesting chance of observing gravitational lensing by Sgr A* is offered by stars
orbiting very close to it. For several of them we have a considerably precise knowledge of the
orbital parameters [2]. This encourages the search for possible alignments of these stars behind
or in front of the central black hole, which would render the secondaryimage bright enough to be
detectable. Several studies have provided precise predictions for the peak luminosity and position
of the secondary images of such stars [9, 10, 11]. Gravitational lensingof these stars assumes a
particular interest because the secondary image would be visible even in a regime in which the light
deflection is not small and next-to-leading order terms in the deflection angle come into play [12].

With respect to Sgr A*, gravitational lensing by other SMBH is obviously disadvantaged by
the fact that their distance is much larger. Nevertheless, as will be clarifiedin the next section,
the black hole in M31 and its environment present some interesting peculiaritiesthat motivate a
thorough study of gravitational lensing probability. In Section 2 we describe the core of M31
and our efforts to model it as precisely as possible. In Section 3 we present our estimates for the
expected number of secondary images above a given threshold. In Section 4 we give some details
about the phenomenology of gravitational lensing by showing some interesting distributions. In
Section 5 we discuss observational perspectives and draw our conclusions. We refer to Ref. [13]
for a more detailed report of our work.

2. The core of M31

M31 is the closest galaxy to the Milky Way (excluding small satellites). Its distance is 760
kpc, that is nearly 100 times larger than the distance to Sgr A*. On the other hand, the central black
hole of M31 is believed to have a mass of 1.4×107 M⊙, i.e. four times larger than Sgr A*. Possible
sources for gravitational lensing are mainly provided by bulge and disk stars. In addition, the core
of M31 is characterized by an interesting non-trivial structure. Two clusters of stars, named P1 and
P2, lie in the middle of M31 [14]. These two apparently distinct clusters can beinterpreted as the
apocenter and the pericenter of the same eccentric disk [15]. Moreover, a third cluster of young
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blue stars has been detected within P2 and has been named P3 [16]. Stars inP3 are very close to
the central black hole and have very high rotation velocities. The existenceof these clusters of stars
orbiting very close to the SMBH in M31 motivates a deep investigation of the gravitational lensing
probability, which can be expected to be enhanced by such a concentration of sources around the
lens.

In our study, we have calculated the gravitational lensing probability of four stellar popula-
tions: the disk of M31, the bulge, the eccentric cluster P1+P2 and the inner cluster P3. In order
to obtain the most accurate estimates, we have performed a very careful modelling of these four
populations using the available data for the spatial distributions and the luminosityfunctions. In
particular:

• For P3 we have followed Bender et al. [16], who argue that P3 is composed by young blue
stars born in a single star formation episode occurred 200 Myr ago. The luminosity function
has been synthesized according to this hypothesis using the program IAC-STAR by Aparicio
& Gallart [17]. For the spatial distribution we assume a thick disk model with radius 0.8 pc
and height scale 0.1 pc.

• For P1+P2 we have followed Peiris & Tremaine [18], who reproduce the observed isophotes
by generating 107 stars in random orbits with average semiaxis 1.37 pc and eccentricity 0.5.
We have assumed that the luminosity function is the same as that for the bulge.

• The bulge spatial distribution can be deduced by the isophotes, as reported by Kent [19]. The
bulge scale is about 1 kpc. The luminosity function has been synthesized bythe program
IAC-STAR using the metallicity distribution of Ref. [20].

• For the disk spatial distribution we have followed Ref. [21], adopting a radius of 5.5 kpc and
a height scale of 0.3 kpc. The star formation rate and the metallicity of the disk are assumed
to be constant [22] in the generation of the luminosity function.

Each source population is thus characterized by a spatial distributionfPj (x,y,z) normalized to
unity (with Pj ∈ {P3, P1+P2, Bulge, Disk}) and a luminosity functionnPj (MBi ) for each spectral
bandBi . We have focused on theK andV-bands. TheK-band is the band for which present infrared
interferometers are optimized. Therefore it is the most promising one for the detection of secondary
images forming very close to the SMBH. TheV-band provides a useful comparison. For reasons of
space, here we just report the results in theK-band, referring to Ref. [13] for those in theV-band.
The luminosity functions are normalized in such a way thatnPj (MBi )dMBi is the number of stars
with absolute magnitude in the range[MBi ,MBi +dMBi ].

3. Number of lensed sources

Basic gravitational lensing formulae can be used to calculate the luminosity of thesecondary
image generated through gravitational lensing by the central black hole of M31 for a given source
at distanceDLS from the black hole and absolute magnitudeMK . We indicate byKthr the maximum
magnitude a secondary image can have in order to be detected by a given observational setup. Then,
for any given source magnitudeMK , it is easy to define the region of space where the source must
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Figure 1: Number of expected lensing events as a function of the threshold magnitude for the secondary
image in theK-band.

lie in order to have a secondary image above the thresholdKthr. The boundary of such a region
(that we call lensing zone) can be calculated by basic gravitational lensingformulae; see [13] for
further details.

The probability that a source with magnitudeMK belonging to the populationPj has a sec-
ondary image more luminous thanKthr is thus

ΠPj (MK ,Kthr) =
∫

LZ(MK ,Kthr)

dxdydz fPj (x,y,z), (3.1)

where the integral spans over the lensing zone whose extension depends on the source intrinsic
magnitude and the observational thresholdKthr, as mentioned above.

In order to find the total number of sources whose secondary image is above threshold at any
given time, we just have to integrate over the source intrinsic magnitude, weighing with the proper
luminosity function:

NPj (Kthr) =
∫

nPj (MK)ΠPj (MK ,Kthr) dMK . (3.2)

Of course we have assumed factorization between the luminosity and spatial distributions.
Fig. 1 shows the expected number of sources with detectable secondary image as a function of the
threshold magnitudeKthr. We can appreciate that the contribution by the cluster P3 is negligible,
whereas the bulge roughly yields one order of magnitude more events than the disk and the eccen-
tric cluster P1+P2. AtKthr = 24 we have 1.4 expected gravitational lensing events; atKthr = 27 we
have 16 events; atKthr = 30 we have 170 events.

In theV-band we have similar numbers withVthr = Kthr +3 [13].

4. Details of the distributions

A more detailed analysis of the integral (3.2) puts in evidence the relative weight of differ-
ent contributions to the final result, helping us to understand the phenomenology of gravitational
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Figure 2: Relative contribution of bulge stars with different absolute magnitudes to the total number of
expected events for threshold magnitudes ranging from 20 to30 in theK-band.

lensing by the SMBH and guiding us in the definition of an observational strategy.

Fig. 2 shows the relative contribution of bulge stars with different absolutemagnitudes to
the total number of events. We can see that observations with small thresholds can only detect
secondary images of the brightest stars, lying at the tip of the red giant branch. If the threshold is
pushed to higher magnitudes, less luminous stars in the bulge start contributingmore and more. We
can clearly identify the red clump dominating atKthr = 24 and the stars at the turn-off point of the
main sequence taking over atKthr > 28. A similar analysis can be repeated for all other populations
(see [13] for details).

Stars belonging to different populations lie at different distances from the central black hole.
The distribution in the source distance shows that stars belonging to P3 are lensed at 0.2 pc, stars
belonging to P1+P2 are typically lensed at 4 pc, stars in the bulge are maximally lensed at 500 pc,
and stars in the disk at 1.5 kpc. Several observables are related to the source distance, e.g. the
position of the secondary image.

In Fig. 3 we show the distribution in the angular distance of the secondary images from the
central black hole for events generated by sources in the bulge. We cansee that secondary images
may appear in a wide range of angular radii from the SMBH, from 1 mas to 0.1′′. In any case, in
order to catch as many images as possible, we need to employ interferometric techniques.

In Fig. 4 we plot the distribution of the angular velocities of the secondary images for sources
in the bulge. Most images cover 1 mas every 10 or 100 years. However, there is a long tail
extending to smaller and higher velocities. As a consequence, in order to observe any evolution of
a gravitational lensing event we need to wait many years. In fact, a secondary image may remain
above threshold even some centuries before fading. For the same reason, the rate of new events is
also very low [13].
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Figure 3: Distributions of the angular distances of the gravitational lensing secondary images from the black
hole for stars in the bulge at different values of the threshold magnitude in theK-band.
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Figure 4: Distributions of the velocities of the gravitational lensing secondary images from the black hole
for stars in the bulge at different values of the threshold magnitude in theK-band.
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5. Observational perspectives

After this thorough discussion of the phenomenology of gravitational lensing by the SMBH in
M31, we can draw a possible strategy to distinguish genuine gravitational lensing candidates from
background stars.

From our models of the four source populations we can estimate the number ofbackground
stars that would show up within a fixed angular radius from the SMBH in an image with limiting
magnitudeKthr. For example, we find that we have 12 background stars brighter thanKthr = 24
within 0.01′′ from the SMBH. We can select those stars that appears on opposite sidesof the black
hole as possible candidates for a gravitational lensing event. In order to discard fake alignments,
we can take images in different colors and check that the two stars have thesame color, since
gravitational lensing is an achromatic phenomenon. Finally, a second image can be taken after one
year. If the two stars move independently, the alignment should be lost in the second image. If the
two stars are really the two images of the same lensed source, the alignment should be preserved
in the second image.

Of course, such observations have very high instrumental requirements. We need very high
angular resolution, of the order of 1 mas, which can be obtained by large telescopes in interfero-
metric configuration, such as Keck and LBT. Such observations are currently performed in infrared
bands, justifying our choice to lead the analysis in theK-band. Secondly, we also need very deep
imaging in order to increase the chances of observing secondary images.This can be done by the
upcoming JWST or by future extremely large telescopes. Therefore, gravitational lensing by the
SMBH in M31 has to be considered as a possible project for future advanced telescopes.

Indeed the perspectives opened by the observation of gravitational lensing by SMBHs are
extremely interesting. We would get a precise and independent estimate of themass of the SMBH,
which could be used to double-check estimates by dynamical methods. By measurements of the
time delay, we can derive the distance to the black hole with very high precision. Observations of
gravitational lensing beyond the weak deflection approximation should be possible and could be
used to test general relativity in a strong field regime. Finally, if enough statistics of gravitational
lensing images is collected, it could be possible to attempt a detailed reconstruction of the mass
distribution in the core of the galaxies through gravitational lensing. In conclusion, we can say that
gravitational lensing by SMBH would provide a considerable amount of independent information
on the galactic cores. In this work we have shown that such an opportunitywill be within range of
realistic future telescopes.
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